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To: The People of African Descent in the United States of America,
Today’s threats are increasingly global, but the current infrastructure to protect us is not. Humanity’s current
digital systems and political solutions are insufficient to address these issues for People of African Descent
and do not embed sufficient human rights safeguards. The focus of the Black Folks Plan - Global is to create
a unified and cohesive communications and economic plan including a secure digital environment in
communications, computing, connectivity, cryptology, and cash transactions for the world's 1.6 Billion People
of African Descent by August 25th, 2021.
Every year, the world has gotten more connected and whereas this was seen as a positive trend, there are
segments of people being left behind by digitization and globalization. Now we see movements arising to
withdraw from global connections. We are in the midst of a Global Pandemic. And we see even more
pronounced health disparities leading to a larger % of our culture dying. Scary right? Our response will direct
and accelerate the solutions. We must do this ourselves with our allies who care.
The time is now for the Black Folks Plan - Global to mobilize the African Diaspora (all people of African
descent) to support frontline Black healthcare workers, medical professionals and solutions created by our
people worldwide. We do so at blackfolksplan.org.
Through the Black Folks Plan - Global, we will build an inclusive community that reflects our collective
values and common vision from local to global levels, spanning cultures, nations, and regions in a world with a
global community made up of People of African Descent and our allies.
It will be a system that embeds the Universal Declaration of Humans Rights with a secure encryption system
in support of a personalized global payment system and supports a global human rights reporting tool, the
Universal Periodic Review, that guides us in creating public-private partnerships over the next 75 years
(Through to year 2095).
The Black Folks Plan - Global is not only a digitally powered civically-engaged community, but also a
platform enabling informed participation in voting at a local, state, national and global level. Through our
secure digital infrastructure, Black Folk in the USA will be able to organize a voice in the United Nations,
African Union, and other seats of global governance as members of the African Diaspora Directorate which
will host the voice of the African Diaspora in the USA.
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Our job at the Black Folks Plan - Global is to help people, organizations and governments to stay focused
on and pay attention to improving life for People of African Descent and to make the greatest positive impact
on their lives while mitigating areas where technology and social media can contribute to divisiveness and a
bleak future.
The Black Folks Plan - Global of today is a work in progress, and we are dedicated to learning, improving,
and embedding in it the lessons learned from the 400 years of history of Africans in the British Colonies that
became the USA. We take our responsibility seriously, and with the release of this document we set out about
how we plan to do our part to build this global community.
The Black Folks Plan - Global plans this year to join and help unify American voters who are tasked with
choosing the next president of the strongest national on the planet. We intend to have a say in the election
for all 435 members of the House, a third of the Senate, 11 governors, and hundreds of state legislators and
thousands of local officials by sharing our Black Folks Plan for America and detailing how they will or will
not support us and also tracking their promises and comparing their actions.
The Black Folks Plan - Global is meant to support not only physical real-world communities that have
engaged leaders but also create online groups that are supportive of those communities, through existing
social media and virtual worlds that feature town halls. Whatever your situation, when you enter the Black
Folks Plan - Global community, our commitment is:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

To continue improving our tools,
To create relationships which unify us as a collective,
To identify problems and create/implement solutions,
To identify divisive factions (enemies) and counter their aggressions toward us with peaceful,
non-violent, yet powerful actions and activism,
To gain greater access to critical information which can improve the lives of our people,
To raise the capital to allow us to have the ability and power to change our lives and communities, and
To advocate and drive legislation and laws which help our people.

Launched in Philadelphia, PA
The Black Folks Plan was relaunched in Philadelphia, PA (The birthplace of our nation) on January 16th,
2020 as a Digital Project Onboarding Funding Preparation Engine (https://blackfolkplan.com) designed to
provide the Infrastructure Support Rails for Businesses and Organizations looking for funding. We created a
much needed and repeatable model consisting of seven phases: (1) Onboarding Projects, (2) Review, (3)
Support, (4) Validation, (5) Submission, (6) Approval, and (7) Financial Oversight.
The Black Folks Plan is so critical for our communities because we must create a new narrative about how
our people pay back our loans on time and take great pride in our trusted partnerships with lending
institutions. We address the GAP which has existed by providing our own “Financial Oversight” to audit and
insure a higher than normal pay back. The objective is to create a greater level of trust and confidence in our
communities and thereby open up a new level of partnership engagement.
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So today we are reaching out to over 400 organizations around the country to join us in detailing what a Black
Folks Plan means to them and their interests in formal Memorandums of Understanding (MOU) between us
for the benefit of not only ourselves and our children, and their children as well as our collective descendent
People of African Heritage in 2095.
In each MOU, at the local level, and or their local chapter will join in a Black Folks Plan “Friends of the
African Union smartWISE Community Reinvestment Coalition” to put into action that agreement. These
coalitions would join established coalitions and or start them such as we are doing in Philadelphia
Pennsylvania to take advantage of the trillions of dollars being spent during this Global Pandemic.
Plus in each MOU, each organization will be able to create their own Black Folks Plan based virtual world
built around the needs of their membership. It will include a digital payment system which can be accessed
by every “Friends of the African Union smartWISE Community Reinvestment Coalition” and together we
will collaborate to develop other financial products which meet the needs of our local communities.
The Black Folks Plan for America will aggressively build solutions through Community Benefit Agreements
(CBAs) with Bank Lenders based on the already established history of $150B in bank-based CBA's.
Interested?
Our weekly schedule from May 1, 2020 on:
Monday - The Economics of the Black Folks Plan
Tuesday - The Business of Being Black
Wednesday - Healthcare (this month we will cap off our unsolicited proposal to US Government to take the
WHO money for Africa under our joint venture)
Thursday - with the UNIA/ ACL we go about correcting the Misseducation of being Black through a new
Education Plan of Action
Friday - Spotlight (We hope that our young people take over this segment to tell us old folks what they think.
Meanwhile, we will detail our 75-year plan from 2021 to 2095 for them as we see it during the next 25 days.)
Saturday - with Sons and Daughters of Africa - New Future Foundation, we will detail the use of proceeds in
our Black Folks Plan for Africa and share our 75 year plan from 2021 to 2095.
Sunday - with the African American Agriculturalist Association, we talk about the land, black farmers, food
processing and grocery merchandising.
When: Daily from 7pm to 10pm Eastern Time - New York
Join with Google Meet: meet.google.com/tvz-ocjo-xky
Join by phone:+1 409-344-5214 (PIN: 229620)
For more info: hershel.daniels@africandiasporadirectorate.org
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